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Highlights
BCBS and FSB issue reports on implementation of latest reforms and recommend adopting agreed requirements
(e.g. NSFR, TLAC or large exposures). EC issues progress reports on Banking Union, NPLs and CMU. ECB
clarifies materiality threshold for credit obligations past due. FRB, BoE and ECB publish financial stability reports.
ESAs issue RTS preparing for Brexit.

GLOBAL
●

BCBS issues report on implementation of BIS III reforms, and statement on the outcome of its meeting

i) Further progress achieved on the implementation of Basel standards but challenges remain to adopt them on
time, especially for NSFR and other standards due over the next few years such as TLAC and large exposures. ii)
It agreed revisions to market risk framework; to consult on disclosures to reduce bank window-dressing behaviour
related to the leverage ratio; revisions of Pillar 3 framework and a report on cyber resiliency.
●

FSB issues report to G20 leaders on the progress on financial regulatory reforms

It requests asks G20 members to implement agreed reforms (Basel III, resolution regimes, OTC derivatives and
non-bank financial intermediation), to reinforce global cooperation and to address unintended consequences.
●

ISDA issues preliminary results of benchmark consultation

Consultation results show respondents prefer the ‘compounded setting in arrears rate’ for the adjusted risk-free
rate, and the ‘historical mean/median approach’ for the spread adjustment. ISDA will develop fallbacks accordingly.
●

FSB issues review of its processes and transparency to enhance its effectiveness

The review found that there is a need to enhance the process to develop future work programmes, enhance the
efficiency of its internal workgroups and to improve communication with its external stakeholders.

EUROPE
●

ECB issues regulation on materiality threshold for credit obligations past due

Aimed at harmonising the definition of default, the new limits improve comparability of defaulted exposures among
significant institutions. Application date: not later than 31 Dec 2020.
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●

ECB publishes first chapter of the internal models guide

These guides aim to provide a common understanding of the rules on internal models. The chapter covers general
topics that are not risk-type specific (such as the overarching principles, governance and validation of the models).
●

ESAs issue RTS on bilateral margin requirements in the context of Brexit

Final RTS to amend bilateral margin requirements to assist Brexit preparations for OTC derivative contracts, by
introducing limited exemptions. The amendments would only apply only under a no -deal scenario.
●

ECB issues its Financial Stability Review

The report cites the resurgence in protectionism, stress in emerging markets, high valuations, compressed global
risk premia, political and policy uncertainty as downside risks that could affect the euro area financial stability.
●

EC issues reports on Banking Union, NPLs and CMU

i) It advices to complete the Banking Union by achieving risk reduction and risk sharing in parallel. ii) Third report
on the reduction of NPLs shows a further decrease. iii) It calls on the Council and Parliament to accelerate the
delivery of the main blocks of the CMU.
●

ESMA publishes risk dashboard for 3Q2018

The overall risk assessment remains unchanged at high levels. Concerns raise over a potential no-deal Brexit.
●

ESRB issues report on macroprudential provisions, measures and instruments for (re)insurance

Advocates for a comprehensive regulatory framework by enhancing reporting requirements, establishing a recovery
and resolution regime, and introducing appropriate tools to target systemic risks in the sector.
●

EIOPA issues report on Insurance Overview, decision on cross-border collaboration and consultation

i) Report without policy messages, which provides an overview of the European insurance sector based on
Solvency II information. ii) It seeks to strengthen NCAs’ collaboration on cross-border activities described in the
IORP II Directive, enhancing information transparency to pension savers. iii) It seeks advice on amendments
concerning the integration of sustainability risks and factors. Deadline: 30 Jan 2019.

SPAIN
●

MINECO transposes several EU Directives

Partially transposes payment services Directive, and full transposition of Directives on market abuse and capital
requirements (CRD IV). Adapts legislation to MAR, benchmarks, PRIIPs, SFTs and MMFs regulations.
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UNITED KINGDOM
●

BoE issues Financial Stability Report, Stress Test results, and analysis of the effects of Brexit

i) It considers that, beyond Brexit, risks are kept at conventional levels. Therefore, banks could be able to lend in a
harsher scenario than the last crisis. The countercyclical capital buffer is maintained at 1%. ii) The analysis
presents scenarios with the impact of different Brexit outcomes on the GDP for the next five years. The no-deal
options carry the worst impacts.
●

FCA issues its impact assessment of Brexit, and consults on Brexit

i) It argues that the implementation period is preferable over not agreement as it provides the link to the new
relationship. But, it suggests to keep the duration of this period to a minimum. ii) It seeks comments on
amendments to its handbook and the temporary permissions regime, among other issues. Deadline: 21 Dec 2018.
●

PRA issues consultation on the systemic risk buffer

Consultation relevant to ring-fenced bodies and large building societies with more than £25bn in deposits and
shares. The consultation proposes minor changes to the current statement of policy. Deadline: 6 Dec 2018.

UNITED STATES
●

FRB publishes its Financial Stability Report

Displays two main vulnerabilities: high valuation particularly with respect to assets linked to business debt and high
levels of debt owed by businesses relative to GDP. However, banks’ capitalizations and funding are stronger.
●

OCC issues 2019 CRA Evaluation Schedule

It releases its schedule of CRA evaluations to be conducted in the first and second quarters of 2019.

Recent publications of interest (in English and Spanish):
●

Press Article. SMEs and market financing: Myth or reality? November 2018

●

Regulation Watch. Global | 2018 G-SIBs list: the three key changes. November 2018

●

Press Article. European banks and the challenge of MREL. October 2018

●

Financial Regulation Outlook. October 2018

Previous editions of our Weekly Regulatory Update in Spanish and English.
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DISCLAIMER
This document has been prepared by BBVA Research Department. It is provided for information purposes only and
expresses data, opinions and estimates at the date of issue of the report, prepared by BBVA or obtained from or
based on sources we consider to be reliable, but not independently verified by BBVA. Therefore, BBVA offers no
warranty, either express or implicit, regarding their accuracy, completeness or correctness.
Estimates this document may contain have been made in accordance with generally accepted methodologies and
should be considered as forecasts or projections. Results obtained in the past, whether positive or negative, are no
guarantee of future performance.
This document and its contents are subject to changes without prior notice depending on variables such as the
economic context or market fluctuations. BBVA is not responsible for updating these contents or for giving notice of
such changes.
BBVA accepts no liability for any loss, direct or indirect, that may result from the use of this document or its
contents.
This document and its contents do not constitute an offer, invitation or solicitation to purchase, divest or enter into
any interest in financial assets or instruments. Nor shall this document or its contents form the basis of any
contract, commitment or decision of any kind.
With regard to investment in financial assets related to economic variables this document may cover, readers
should be aware that in no circumstances should they base their investment decisions on the information contained
in this document. Persons or entities offering investment products to these potential investors are legally required to
provide the information needed for them to take an appropriate investment decision.
The content of this document is protected by intellectual property laws. Its reproduction, transformation, distribution,
public communication, provision, extraction, reuse, forwarding or use of any nature by any means or process is
forbidden, except in cases where it is legally permitted or expressly authorised by BBVA.
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